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Social Skills Focus:

Sharing

To use something 

together.

Level: C      Word Count: 79 words

Tips for Reading this 
Book with Children:

1. Read the title and make predictions about 
 the story.

 Predictions – after reading the title have students  
 make predictions about the book.

2.  Take a picture walk.

 Talk about the pictures in the book. Implant the  
 vocabulary as you take the picture walk.

 Have children find one or two words they know  
 as they do a picture walk.

3.  Have students read the 1st page of text with you.

4.  Have students read the remaining text aloud.

5.  Strategy Talk – use to assist students while reading.
	 •	 Get	your	mouth	ready
	 •	 Look	at	the	picture
	 •	 Think…does	it	make	sense
	 •	 Think…does	it	look	right
	 •	 Think…does	it	sound	right
	 •	 Chunk	it	–	by	looking	for	a	part	you	know

6. Read it again.

7.  Complete the activities at the end of the book.
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Sharing  means  you  use  
things  together  or  take  turns. 
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You  can  share  things  with  
your  family.



How do you share 

with your family?
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You  can  share  your  video  game.
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When  your  friends  come  over,  you  
can  share  snacks  with  them. 
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You  can  share  equipment  with  
your  team.
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You  can  share  crayons  with  your  
classmates  so  everyone  can  get  
their  work  done.
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That’s great sharing!
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You  can  share  when  you  play  at  
the  park.



We take turns.
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You  can  share  your  seat  when  
you  ride  the  bus.
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What  are  some  other  ways  you  
share  every  day?
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Who can you share with?
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What Would You Do…

 If you had a toy that everyone wanted 

 to play with?

 If you saw someone not sharing? 

 If you were playing a board game and 

 your friend wasn’t taking turns?
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Picture  Glossary 
equipment (i-KWIP-muhnt): 
The tools you need to do 
something.

family (FAM-uh-lee): 
A group of people related to one 
another.

play (play): 
To take part in a game.
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share (shair): 
To use something together.

team (teem): 
A group of people who work or 
play together.

turns (turnz): 
Chances to do something.
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Websites
www.kidsource.com
www.naeyc.com
www.drjean.org

About the Author
Sam Williams lives with his 
two dogs, Abby and Cooper, 
in Florida. Cooper is very 
good about sharing his toys 
with Abby. 
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Ask The Author!
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Comprehension & Extension:

• Vocabulary:

 Use glossary words in a sentence.

• Discussion Questions:

 What is something you have shared with others?

 Reread page 4. What do you share with your family?

 Who shares with you?

 How would you share with a friend if you only had 
 one crayon? 

• Text to Self Connection: 

 How do you feel when you share with others?
 How does it make you feel when others share with 
 you? When sharing is not involved, what happens?

• Extension: Draw and Write

 After reading this book, draw a picture and write 
 about a time when everyone got along because 
 they shared. How is this possible and what part did 
 you play?

Sight Words I Used:
game
park
snacks
together
work
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a Bully?
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Do you know what to do in difficult situations? Little 
World Social Skills will help you learn how to handle 
the many different situations you’ll face as you grow. 
This series is filled with real world examples that 
will teach you about everything from how to handle 
bullies to what it means to be a responsible person. 
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